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Space for Cycling 

LCC’s 2014 London Elections Campaign 

CAMPAIGN INFORMATION 

 

LCC believes that every Londoner, whatever their age or ability, deserves safe and inviting space for cycling on all 

London’s streets. This is at the heart of our Space for Cycling Campaign ahead of the London 2014 Local Elections.  

The 'Space for Cycling' campaign was created by the LCC in the summer of 2013 in response to the anger and 

frustration at the continued cyclist fatalities on London's streets.  

Our Love London, Go Dutch 2012 mayoral election campaign successfully committed Mayor Boris Johnson and the 

other leading contenders to the agenda we set for them. Space for Cycling will build on this success by aiming to 

secure similar specific and ambitious commitments from politicians at borough level. 

The London 2014 Elections  

The London local elections in May 2014, will coincide with mayoralty mid-term point. We want to make sure that 

cycling features on the agenda of incoming ward councillors and in turn put cycling at the top of the local 

political agenda at the London council elections. In doing so we will also help create ‘bottom up’ pressure that 

holds the Mayor to account for his election promises on cycling.   

Operating at ward-level Space for Cycling campaign will be even bigger and ambitious than Love London, Go 

Dutch. We have an opportunity to try something no other campaigning organisation has done before, targeting 

every candidate in every ward across the Central, Inner and Outer London boroughs, asking them to support our 

pro-cycling policies and measures.  

These measures will be tailored to specific wards, making the campaign truly 'local', while at the same time 

promoting broader LCC policies, including our key aim of safe space for cycling, for Londoners of all ages and 

abilities.  

LCC Campaign Objectives 

• In every borough: we will make sure that the majority of candidates in each major party explicitly 

promise to meet both the broad and ward-specific campaign demands. We aim to ensure that whoever 

wins, the new Council will be committed to LCC’s agenda. 
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• By lobbying candidates, but also through mass campaign communications and other PR work we will 

increase pressure on the Mayor to make sure he meets his promises regarding Love London, Go Dutch (as 

represented in his Vision for Cycling), in liaison with borough councils. 

• We aim to substantially increase and deepen LCC’s local activism and leave a legacy of a bigger, more 

diverse and even more effective activist base. 

• We want to build new alliances with community groups and other NGOs, and form new networks of 

cycling advocates, whether geographically or issues-based. 

Taking Action 

Supporters and members of the public will be asked to send oneoneoneone----click, standardisedclick, standardisedclick, standardisedclick, standardised emailsemailsemailsemails to the candidates in 

their wards asking them to agree to our pro-cycling policies and measures. This will be done via an online action 

to all 40 000 LCC supporters and members. Campaign Organisers, Local Groups and activists will then encourage 

and promote local activism and coordinate other creative campaigning in their areas to ensure that candidates 

hear our messages loud and clear! 

We will provide an online platformonline platformonline platformonline platform through which tens of thousands of individuals can take hundreds of 

thousands of actions to put pressure on their ward candidates to support our Space for Cycling campaign, 

building support for this campaign and growing our long-term supporter base. These actions will be in the form 

of personalisedpersonalisedpersonalisedpersonalised emails, temails, temails, temails, tweets, letters and phone callsweets, letters and phone callsweets, letters and phone callsweets, letters and phone calls.  

We hope that through these actions, we will not only influence candidates, but will also reach out and engage 

Londoners beyond our supporter base in order to build a bigger, diverse and more effective LCC. Our target is to 

ensure that every candidate in every ward is sent messages from LCC members and supporters in their area 

asking them to agree to the ward level ask we have determined for that area. 

 

• We want the Campaign Organisers and other volunteers from each Borough to find other creative We want the Campaign Organisers and other volunteers from each Borough to find other creative We want the Campaign Organisers and other volunteers from each Borough to find other creative We want the Campaign Organisers and other volunteers from each Borough to find other creative 

ways to target their candidates and add weight to the messages being sent. This could be in the ways to target their candidates and add weight to the messages being sent. This could be in the ways to target their candidates and add weight to the messages being sent. This could be in the ways to target their candidates and add weight to the messages being sent. This could be in the 

form of personal letters, meetinform of personal letters, meetinform of personal letters, meetinform of personal letters, meetings, stunts, events and so on. gs, stunts, events and so on. gs, stunts, events and so on. gs, stunts, events and so on.     

    

• We also want the Campaign Organisers to reach out to other people in their boroughs to get them We also want the Campaign Organisers to reach out to other people in their boroughs to get them We also want the Campaign Organisers to reach out to other people in their boroughs to get them We also want the Campaign Organisers to reach out to other people in their boroughs to get them 

involved. You might want to run your own letterinvolved. You might want to run your own letterinvolved. You might want to run your own letterinvolved. You might want to run your own letter----writing campaign to get more people in your area writing campaign to get more people in your area writing campaign to get more people in your area writing campaign to get more people in your area 

writing letters to their writing letters to their writing letters to their writing letters to their candidates. The more ‘noise’ we candidates. The more ‘noise’ we candidates. The more ‘noise’ we candidates. The more ‘noise’ we make, the more the candidates will listen!make, the more the candidates will listen!make, the more the candidates will listen!make, the more the candidates will listen!    
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Borough Campaign Event 

One key thing that Campaign Organisers and the Local group will need to deliver is one high profile campaign one high profile campaign one high profile campaign one high profile campaign 

event in their boroughevent in their boroughevent in their boroughevent in their borough. There is freedom to decide what this will be. Suggestions could be: 

• hustings event with local candidates,  

• a press conference,  

• ride based – either with members of the public, or with candidates? Or both? 

But it will need to be something that engages candidates and members of the public with the campaign. These 

events will be taking place in each London borough and will help reinforce the ward-level campaigning and 

provide a focus for direct public engagement with local politicians. It should also elevate the campaign within 

local political and media circles. 

 

There is more information on this in the ‘Organising an Event’ Campaigning Guide‘Organising an Event’ Campaigning Guide‘Organising an Event’ Campaigning Guide‘Organising an Event’ Campaigning Guide. 

 

How LCC Borough Groups are creating the Ward Level Asks 

Through this campaign, and with your help, we want to show the London Local Election candidates in each of the 

600+ wards that cycling (and walking) friendly policies are important to the residents (and voters!) of London. 

Specifically we’ll be asking our local councils to transform our streets into places where everyone, including 

children and families, feel safe and comfortable.  

Along with a strong platform of policies for the whole of London, we will have tailored demands to specific wards 

making the campaign directly relevant to your family, friends, neighbours and locality. These are the ‘ward level 

asks’. 

These ‘asks’ have been developed in consultation with our members and supporters. In December 2013 we 

surveyed these people and other Londoners to ask about the barriers to cycling in their neighbourhoods. From 

this information, and using the expertise of our local groups, a final list of ward ‘asks’ for each borough will be 

decided and then ratified by the borough membership in February 2014. 

The campaign will concentrate on convincing local councils to design streets and junctions so they’re safer for 

cycling and walking. Whilst there are other important issues that affect how cycle-friendly streets are - for 

example, cycle parking; how people drive; bike theft and so on - nothing affects our safety and comfort in the 

same way as street design does. We have developed six policy themes for local people to support, depending on 

where they live. Some themes will be more relevant to others, for example, some wards don’t have a school in 

them. In other wards there may already be existing campaigns that’ll fit well with our themes.  

All the themes contribute to creating streets that are hospitable for everyone to cycle, from the fittest commuter 

to children, to older people, and for existing and new cyclists. 
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You will be given (and may have helped to develop) a list of ‘ward asks’ for your borough which have been 

developed and ratified by the local borough group. These will be what you base your campaigning activities 

around. 

How we will track the Candidates’ Responses? 

LCC will be writing to all the candidates ahead of the elections to ask them to agree to their specific ward ask. 

They will be asked to sign a ‘pledge’ supporting the campaign in their area. We will have a system to track these 

responses online, so that supporters can see exactly what is going on in their borough or ward and whether their 

candidates have signed up or not.  

You will be given a list of candidates in your ward as soon as available. But please note many candidates many not 

be announced until April. So you may be sent a first list with the information currently available, with a full list to 

follow 

The six Policy Themes

•         Safe routes for schoolchildren•         Safe routes for schoolchildren•         Safe routes for schoolchildren•         Safe routes for schoolchildren    

•         •         •         •         AreasAreasAreasAreas    without through motor trafficwithout through motor trafficwithout through motor trafficwithout through motor traffic    

•         Protected•         Protected•         Protected•         Protected    space on main roadsspace on main roadsspace on main roadsspace on main roads    

•         Greenways•         Greenways•         Greenways•         Greenways    

•         20mph speed limits•         20mph speed limits•         20mph speed limits•         20mph speed limits    

•         Liveable town centres•         Liveable town centres•         Liveable town centres•         Liveable town centres    
 

Our six policy themes are the kinds of measures seen in the most cycle-friendly cities and nations across Europe, 

in particular the Netherlands. However, most of these measures have also been used in London to some degree, 

so local councillors can see that they work here too.  

Many of the measures, such as 20 mph speed limits on borough roads, are under councillors’ direct control. For 

other measures, councillors’ support can make a big difference, such as improving infrastructure on Transport 

for London controlled roads. This campaign will highlight the effectiveness of these measures overseas (and here 

in the UK, where they have been applied), and seek to have these policies more consistently applied across our 

city. 

The 2014 campaign is our chance to harness the support for our ideas among London residents, and we need you 

to help build support for them locally. It’s important that we get the message across that these measures aren’t 

only good for people who cycle now, they’re also the kinds of changes that will help get the other 95% of local 

people to enjoy using their bikes for local journeys. Not only that, but these changes will make our 

neighbourhoods more pleasant and prosperous places for everyone. 

We believe this campaign has the potential to have a big impact, but we need your help, as 

Campaign Organisers, members and supporters, to do this! 

Timeframes 

Dec 2013 LCC survey full supporter list – collecting information on ‘barriers to cycling’  

Local Groups to be sent survey data to help inform ward asks  

Jan 2014   Workshop / Training day for Campaign Organisers (18th January) 

Feb 2014  Final ward asks decided and ratified by Local groups in public meeting ahead of the 

public launch of campaign. Final list to be sent to LCC no later than 28th February. 

March 2014  Campaign Launch (date TBC) 

April 2014  Final candidates announced. LCC mass email action to candidates goes live 

May 2014  Big Ride Event in Central London (17th May) 

   Local Elections (22nd May) 

    

You can find a PDF version of this document and the latest Campaign Information on ouYou can find a PDF version of this document and the latest Campaign Information on ouYou can find a PDF version of this document and the latest Campaign Information on ouYou can find a PDF version of this document and the latest Campaign Information on our website r website r website r website 

www.lcc.org.uk/activistwww.lcc.org.uk/activistwww.lcc.org.uk/activistwww.lcc.org.uk/activist----packpackpackpack    or or or or www.space4cycling.orgwww.space4cycling.orgwww.space4cycling.orgwww.space4cycling.org        


